
1. The novel describes the art nouveau style of the theater, Mrs.

Edith’s Victorian clothing, patrons arriving by both carriage and

limousine, and Bertie’s clothing choices (which include jeans and

black nail polish). What are possible explanations for the multiple

time periods referenced?

2. Several non-Shakespearean stage productions are referenced in

Eyes Like Stars, including Peter Pan, Man of La Mancha, and 

Les Misérables. Discuss how the various themes of these plays 

(the refusal to grow up, going on a quest, revolution) tie into

Bertie’s own story.

3. Nate is a superstitious member of the cast, stepping into his ship

right foot first, never uttering the word “drowned,” and always 

referring to Macbeth as “the Scottish play.” These are all classic

theater superstitions. Are there other superstitions in the theater?

Why might people who work in the theater develop such beliefs?

How does the idea of being superstitious particularly affect the

Théâtre Illuminata and Bertie?

4. Mrs. Edith warned Bertie to keep her distance from Ariel. What

might Mrs. Edith’s reasons be for forbidding this relationship? 

5. Bertie’s two love interests—Ariel and Nate—couldn’t be more 

different from one another. How can Bertie be so attracted to both

of them? Could Ariel and Nate each help Bertie compensate for a

certain side of her personality? How?

Discussion Questions
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6. Bertie knows nothing—and can remember nothing—about her

life before the Théâtre Illuminata. How does Bertie use her play,

How Bertie Came to the Theater, to discover herself? Why is it 

important for Bertie to see herself as the daughter of a young, 

famous, beautiful actress who left the theater? In what ways was

Bertie correct about her own unknown story?

7. Are there any hints in the book that help to identify who might 

be Bertie’s mother? Does Bertie share any characteristics with 

her mother?

8. Bertie’s father is known only as The Stranger. Who could this

mysterious stranger be? Is he more likely to be a character from

this book, or one not yet introduced?

9. By the end of the book, it is revealed that Bertie is, in fact, not a
foundling or an orphan. Why was it so important to the Theater

Manager to convince Bertie that she was?

10. Bertie proves to have a special kind of “word magic” which makes

her unique at the Théâtre. What could be the reason for Bertie’s

special ability?

11. Why was Bertie so reluctant to see the outside world when she

had the opportunity to leave the Théâtre? What events help her to

change her mind about the outside world by the end of the book?
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